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 1 Introduction 

This survey was designed to gauge what knowledge original authors have of the Creative Commons 

(CC)  Licensing  system,  and  their  attitudes  toward  it.  At  what  level  do  they  understand  this 

alternative form of licensing, and are they interested in using the license models CC offers? The 

survey generally shows that there is a high degree of interest, as well as widespread uncertainty as 

to what CC really encompasses. It is shown that the better the respondents know CC, the more they 

are likely to use CC licenses.

CC is a licensing system for original authors who work within creative fields, such as music, 

text,  images  and video.  CC was founded in  the  United States  in  2001,  and is  an  international 

network which provides a variety of flexible licenses adapted to different national jurisdictions and 

languages. As of today, the system has been adapted to the laws of more than 50 countries, and 

there are now more than approximately 130 million works under CC licenses worldwide.1

“Creative Commons is a nonprofit corporation dedicated to making it easier for people 

to share and build upon the work of others, consistent with the rules of copyright. 

We provide free licenses and other legal tools to mark creative work with the freedom 

the creator wants it  to carry, so others can share,  remix,  use commercially, or any 

combination thereof.”2

Simply put,  CC can  be explained  as  a  way to  give  original  authors  their  works  a  license  that 

“reserves some rights” instead of the traditional “all rights reserved”.3

The current digital technology and media reality has put traditional systems of governance 

under pressure. In this context, CC has introduced an alternative system. The licensing question 

concerns most professional artists, composers and writers on a daily basis. Thus, it's important to 

1 http://creativecommons.org/about/history/ 
2 http://creativecommons.org/about/
3 See http://www.creativecommons.org and http://creativecommons.org/about/licenses/ for more information about CC and an introduction to the 

different forms of licenses.
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find out whether CC licenses are known, and whether there's any interest in them. The survey itself 

may contribute to spread knowledge about and awareness of this alternate form of licensing.4

 1.1 How the survey was conducted 

Assisted by a grant from the Arts Council Norway (Norsk kulturråd) this survey was initiated and 

developed  by  Per  Platou,  coordinator  for  the  Production  Network  for  Electronic  Art  – 

Produksjonsnettverk for elektronisk kunst (PNEK). The questionnaire was written in co-operation 

with a cultural sociologist and the section for statistical methods at Statistics Norway (Statistisk 

Sentralbyrå).5 The  survey was  taken on  the  net,  and  was  published  on ballade.no,  a  news site 

belonging to Music Information Centre Norway (MIC), underskog.no,6 PNEK's home page and a 

number of mailing lists  for artists  in  a one month period starting on June 8,  2009. PNEK has 

compiled the numerical data. It is freely available at www.pnek.org. Through her engagement at the 

University of Oslo, Master in Human Geography Ingrid Abrahamsen Kjærås, has analyzed the data 

and written the report on it. The English adaptation was made by André Savik.

The scope  of  respondents  in  this  survey is  based  on  self-determination,  i.e.  the  objects 

decided for themselves as to  whether  they wanted to  partake or not.  Consequently,  there is  no 

guarantee that the material may not be systematically skewed. The respondents had to know about 

the survey to participate. Thus, it can be assumed that they are interested in the topic at hand and/or 

that they use the websites where the survey has been available. Especially when a given selection 

deviates from a probability selection, it is most important to elaborate on the survey's modus to 

make sure the standards of quality and credibility have been upheld. In this report ,  the reader 

should be able to monitor the way the material has been handled.

Special thanks are due to Emil Høgset, Gisle Hannemyr, Prodromos Tsiavos and the Arts Council Norway.

4 See Appendix 1 for a translation of an article about the survey in the paper ballade.no.
5 See Appendix 2 for the questionnaire.
6 Underskog (http://underskog.no) is a Norwegian invitation only social network and discussion forum with a significant portion of members from 

the arts community.
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 1.2 An overview of the respondents 

The 294 respondents who took part in this survey can be subdivided into four groups based on 

whether they have registered their work with CC, TONO,7 both or none:

Table 1: Respondents broken down into groups according to their license preferences

Group 1

Works registered with 
CC (19%)

Group 2

Works registered with 
TONO (33%)

Group 3

Works registered with 
CC and TONO (9%)

Group 4

No works registered 
with CC or TONO 
(39%)

This shows that close to one third (28%) have works registered with CC, while 42% have works 

registered with CC. Altogether, well over half (61%) have registered their work with either CC, 

TONO, or both. These persons are to be counted as producers of music. In contrast, the remaining 

percentage of 39% that has no works registered with CC or TONO, and is harder to define as a 

group. These respondents may belong to different art categories, such as visual artists or writers, 

who have registered their work by other means. They may also work with or produce music without 

having  registered  or  completed  works.  Possibly,  the  group  consists  of  persons  that  can  be 

categorized as consumers of music, i.e. persons who have an interest in, use and/or listen to music. 

However, 41% of these respondents have stated that they are creative or performing artists, or both. 

This  way,  one can reduce those who are  “just”  music  consumers  to  approximately  20% of  all 

respondents in the survey.

7 TONO is a Norwegian corporation that administers copyrights for music in Norway. It is owned and governed by its members; composers, music 
publishers and text-writers. Through the managing agreement the originators give TONO an exclusive right to administer the members' 
performing rights in Norway. By 2006 the membership reached about 14,000, through agreements of reciprocation with about 60 other 
corporations, organized under the umbrella-organization CISAC. TONO de facto manages the whole world-repertoire. See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TONO.
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Table 2: Several layers of respondents

60% of all  respondents  in  the  survey can classified  as  music  producers, 

since they have registered works with TONO, CC, or both. Furthermore, 

80%  of  the  respondents  may  be  classified  as  artists  (presuming  “music 

producers”  fall  within  this  category).  Basically,  all  respondents  must  be 

assumed to  be  music  consumers,  but  using this  method,  one  can isolate 

those who are “just” consumers as 20%



Table 3: Respondents by occupation

Work registered with:
Performing artists Creative artists

Performing and creative 
artists

Employed and/or 
freelance/self-employed 

and/or other

CC 2% 22% 9% 67%

TONO 9% 27% 26% 38%

CC and TONO 8% 8% 42% 42%

Non-CC, non-TONO 11% 24% 6% 59%

All respondents, mean 9% 23% 16% 52%

This table illustrates the occupational spread of the respondents. Their occupations need no further 

explanation. “Performing artist” comprises mainly a person who does not create art, but performs or 

interprets works created by others, e.g. by playing music, dancing or acting. The “creative artist” is 

someone who produces art. To what degree the respondents define their work as being creative or 

performing, may depend on how they relate to these terms, as well as how they perceive their own 

line of work and its “status”. Furthermore, the terms “artist” and “art” are quite ambiguous. Some 

people who create or perform music may label themselves as artists and consider their works to be 

art, while others do not adhere to these terms. This may be the reason why nearly half of those 

respondents who have works registered with TONO or CC do  not declare themselves “creative 

artists”, even though they have stated that they have created one or more works. Thus, it is to be 

assumed that some vagueness surrounds the numbers throughout further analysis.8

8 See “Appendix 3: Numerical data” (Table I – IV) for a breakdown of the respondents according to age, gender, income and location.
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 2  Acquaintance with Creative Commons 

A closer examination of how well the individual user groups are acquainted with CC, will enhance 

the insight into who knows the system, and to what degree. One should be aware of the provision 

that the selection throughout this survey may not sufficiently represent the respective user groups. 

Nevertheless, the findings may give some indication as to what user groups information activities 

should be aimed at. Additionally, it would be of interest to examine internal relationships within the 

survey's material, e.g. concerning acquaintance with CC and the actual usage of the system.

 2.1 Acquaintance with CC 

The question as to the degree of acquaintance with CC, was answered in the following manner:

Table 4: The respondents' acquaintance with CC

Generally, the respondents as a whole seem to be moderately well acquainted with CC. As shown, 

as many as 70% state that they have a little, some, or fair knowledge of the system. A very few, 6%, 

stated  that  they  are  very  well  acquainted  with  it.  However,  there  is  a  considerable  amount  of 

respondents who answer that they have no knowledge of the system at all. Who are they?
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Table 5: Acquaintance with CC among 
respondents who have registered
works with CC.

Table 6: Acquaintance with CC among 
respondents who have not registered
works with CC.

It is shown that the respondents who state that they have the best knowledge of CC, quite obviously 

are those who have registered works in the system (table 5).  Acquaintance with CC is noticeably 

lower among those who have no CC-registered works (table 6), and somewhat better among those 

who have works registered with TONO. Among respondents who have no works registered with 

CC, as many as one third (33%) state that they haven't heard of the system. Incidentally, only 15% 

of those who have registered works with CC, state that they have a very good knowledge of the 

system. Nevertheless, the knowledge is much better among these respondents.

As to the knowledge of CC, one might be predisposed to believe that it is dependent upon 

the age of the respondents.  The survey supports  this  supposition to a certain  degree,  albeit  the 

relationship between high age and low knowledge of CC on one hand, and low age and better 

knowledge on the other seems quite weak. Among respondents in the age group from 20 – 60 years, 

the  knowledge of  CC is  relatively  evenly spread.  Only in  the age group 60 – 70 years  is  the 

knowledge significantly lower. It should be noted that only 2.7% of the respondents even belong to 

the age group 60 – 70 years, and just 6.5% to the group 50 – 60 years. The bulk (90%) of the 

respondents are from 20 – 50 years of age.
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The relationship between the different occupational groups and their acquaintance with CC 

is distributed in this manner:

Table 7: Relationship between acquaintance with CC and occupation.

It would seem that the group “creative artists” has the weakest knowledge of CC within the survey. 

Here, more than half (60%) state that they have “no” or “little” acquaintance with the system, and 

very few (8%) state that  they have “fair”  or “very good” knowledge.  This correlates with the 

finding that those who do not use CC have the weakest knowledge of the system, since almost 90% 

of those who state that they belong to the occupational group “creative artists” also state that they 

have  no  works  registered  with  CC. On  the  other  hand,  respondents  who  belong  in  the  group 

“Employed and/or freelance/self-employed and/or other” are best acquainted with the system. Here, 

more than one third (38%) of the respondents state that they have “good” or “very good” knowledge 

of CC. This occupational group, taken together with the “performing and creative” group, has a 

higher percentage of CC users as compared with the other two occupational groups.

It would seem that the acquaintance with CC first and foremost is related to whether or not 

one has works registered with the system. When examining how respondents with no registered 

works  though CC answered  the  question  as  to  how they  feel  CC works  in  practical  life,  this 

assumption is strengthened. Here, a considerable amount of respondents say that they don't know:
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Table 8: Respondents who have no works registered with CC on how CC works

The graphs in table  8 show a relatively widespread uncertainty among these respondents as to 

whether CC functions as a good principle, seen both from the viewpoint of music consumers and 

composers/musicians. This supports the notion that respondents who have nothing registered with 

CC, have a relatively weak knowledge of CC. It is worthwhile to note that a very few feel CC 

works badly or is a bad principle, while many hold that CC works well and is a good principle. 

Consequently, these figures imply that there is no significant opposition toward CC, but rather a 

widespread uncertainty and a certain degree of ignorance among those who have not registered 

works with the system. Thus, it seems that CC is relatively unknown beyond a certain user group.
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 2.2 Summary 

• The respondents generally have a medium degree of acquaintance with CC.

• The acquaintance with CC is markedly lower among those who have no works registered 

with CC, but somewhat better among those who have works registered with TONO.

• It seems that CC is relatively unknown outside its “user circle”, and that knowledge about it 

mainly depends on whether or not one has works registered in the system.

• Among respondents in the age group from 20 – 60 years, the knowledge is spread relatively 

evenly. Only in the age group above 60 –70 years is the state of knowledge significantly 

lower.

• It seems that “performing artists” is the occupation group with the weakest acquaintance 

with CC in this survey. This group encompasses the largest percentage of respondents who 

have no works registered with CC.

• There is widespread uncertainty and weak knowledge about CC among respondents who 

have  no  works  registered  in  the  system,  but  there  does  not  seem to  be  any significant 

opposition toward CC among these respondents.
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 3 Respondents' attitude toward Creative Commons 

An examination of the attitudes toward CC means taking a closer look at how the respondents feel 

the system works, and whether there is any interest in using CC. As to the interest in use of CC, it is 

of special  interest  to look at  the responses from those who have no works registered with CC, 

possibly with a special focus on those who have registered with TONO. Additionally, it would be 

worthwhile to establish how users of CC evaluate the licensing system, and what they consider to 

be its positive and negative sides.

 3.1 How do the respondents feel that CC works? 

Table 6 shows that a considerable percentage of respondents without works registered with CC state 

that  they  “don't  know” whether  CC works  and is  a  good principle.  When looking  at  what  the 

respondents state as a whole, the answers run in this order:

Table 9: Respondents' attitude toward the feasibility of CC

40% respond that they don't know or have no perception as to how CC works from a public/music 

consumer's viewpoint. However, there is an equally large part (40%) that feels CC “works well” or 

“very well”. Only 3% feel that “CC does not work well” and nobody feels that CC works “very 
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poorly”. As to the point whether the respondents feel that CC is a good principle seen from the 

viewpoint of the composer/musician, the tables show that the “don't know” fraction is somewhat 

lower in this regard, consisting of one third (33%) of the respondents. On the other hand, about half 

(47%) state that they find CC to be a “good” or “very good” principle. Only 6% feel that CC is a 

mostly or very bad principle as seen by the composer/musician. Generally speaking, there are two 

main “camps” as to the evaluation of CC's effectiveness. One states satisfaction with the system, 

while the other holds no opinion about it or doesn't know about it. There are generally very few who 

feel that CC does not function or is a bad principle. Moving on, it would be interesting to take a 

closer look at how these attitudes are spread among the various user groups, but first we'll examine 

what the respondents in general state in terms of interest for CC.

 3.2 Respondents' interest in the use of CC 

First and foremost, there are two questions in the survey that may give answer as to whether the 

respondents are interested in using CC:

Table 10: Respondents' interest in using CC
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It is shown that the majority of the respondents have answered “yes” to both questions. This is taken 

as an indication of widespread interest among the respondents in using CC. Incidentally, it is shown 

that the segment  answering “yes” to question 12 is  slightly  lower than in question 15,  and,  in 

adverse, that the “don't know” lot is higher regarding question 12. This may be follow the fact that 

question 12 was asked only those who have no works registered with CC, and that there are more 

with no acquaintance with CC in this particular group. Another explanation may be that interest in 

CC licenses grows when they can be combined with a TONO agreement. It is also interesting to 

note that the number of respondents who answer “no” to whether they would like to use CC licenses 

is very low in both questions, though it is somewhat higher in regard to question 12. Furthermore, 

it's worth mentioning that well over half (65%) among those who answered “no” to question 12, did 

answer “yes” to question 15. In other words, these respondents were interested in using CC, given 

that the system may be combined with a regular TONO agreement. This implies, as already stated, 

that the interest in CC grows when it becomes possible to combine CC licenses for non-commercial 

use with TONO fees for commercial use.

How are these figures distributed among the individual user groups? We will compare the 

attitudes toward CC among those who have registered works in the system, and those who have not.

 3.3 A comparison of attitudes 

72% of the respondents state that they have no works registered with CC. These respondents span 

two groups: Respondents who have registered works with TONO (Group 1) and respondents who 

have registered neither with TONO nor CC (Group 4). As mentioned earlier, there is a significant 

amount of “don't know”-answers from these respondents, both to the question as to how CC works 

and  whether  it  is  a  good  principle  or  not.  It  follows  that  a  comparison  with  those  who  have 

registered works with CC may be of interest. These respondents can be found in the remaining two 

groups: Those with works in CC (Group 1) and those with works both in CC and TONO (Group 3).
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Table 11: Attitude toward CC – a comparison

These graphs clearly show that the “don't know' group is very low among those who have registered 

works with CC. Additionally,  many of them state that  CC “works well” or “very well” or is  a 

“good” or “very good” principle. Generally, very few state that CC “works very poorly/not well” or 

that CC is a “very” or “mostly bad principle”. This illustrates that the dissatisfaction with CC is low 

among all user groups, though it is lowest among those who have not registered anything in the 

system.

As to the interest in using CC, it may also be interesting to compare attitudes among those 

who have works registered with CC, and those who have not. The most natural comparison can be 

made through question 15, since it has been answered by all respondents.
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Table 12: Interest in CC – a comparison

It is shown that both among those who have registered works with CC and those who have not, 

there is a high degree of interest in the use of CC licenses combined with a TONO agreement. 

Approximately 90% of those who have work registered with CC, want such a solution. As can be 

seen, 79% of those who have no works with CC, also favor such a model. It is noteworthy that that 

a much higher percentage of those whit no CC licensed works answer “yes” to this question as 

compared to  question 12 (“Would you like the possibility  to  license some of your  works  with 

CC?”).  “Only” half  answered that  they would (see table  10).  Again,  this  shows  an increase in 

interest in CC licensing if it can be done in conjunction with a TONO agreement. As described 

above, the respondents who have no works registered with CC can be split into two groups: Those 

with TONO-registered works (Group 2) and respondents who make use neither of TONO nor CC 

licensing (Group 4). Further on, we will look closer at the attitudes among those who have works 

registered with TONO, but not with CC.

 3.4 Attitudes among TONO members 

The group with works registered through TONO, but not CC, amounts to one third (33%) of the 

respondents.  They  are  counted  as  music  producers  and  will  henceforth  also  be  called  TONO 

members. To get a clearer picture of the group, these respondents were asked how many works they 

have registered with TONO, what percentage of their finished works are registered through TONO 
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and what percentage of their annual income is derived from TONO.9 It is shown that while 68% of 

these respondents state that more than half of their finished works have been registered with TONO, 

the majority (73%) states that just 0—10% of their annual income derives from TONO licensing 

fees. The remaining fourth (27%) states that more than 10% of their annual income stems from such 

licensing fees.  In other words, there are relatively few respondents in this survey who derive a 

larger part of their  income from TONO, yet there are many who have more than 50% of their 

finished works registered here. It can also be pointed out that 10—25% (or 0—10% for that matter) 

of an annual income may be very important. It would be of interest to examine whether attitudes 

toward  CC among the  group which  derives  more than  10% of  its  annual  income from TONO 

deviate from those held by respondents who receive less than that. This is covered later on. First, we 

will look at attitudes toward and interest in CC among all TONO members.

There is no significant difference between the way TONO members feel about CC being a 

good principle and its practical functions and the opinions held by those who do not have works 

licensed through CC or TONO. This means that TONO members are  relatively uncertain as to 

whether CC is a goos principle and its practical functions. Additionally, very few (less than 10%) 

state that they feel CC does not work well or is a bad principle.  This demonstrates that TONO 

members feel no adversity toward the CC system, but rather feel relatively uncertain as to what CC 

is. Incidentally, more than one third state that CC is a “good/very good principle”.

The same is the case when it comes to interest in and desire to use CC licenses. The answers 

given by TONO members when asked question 12 (“Would you like the possibility to license some 

of your works with CC?”) do not significantly differ from those given by users without works in CC 

or TONO (Group 4). This means that approximately 50% of all TONO members answer “yes”, 

approximately 40% answer “don't know” and less than 10% answer “no”.

On examination of the answers given to question 15 (“As a member of TONO, do you feel 

9 See Appendix 3 (table V—VII) for a summary of the answers.
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one  ought  to  have  the  possibility  to  choose  to  apply  CC licenses  to  enable  royalty-free,  non-

commercial use of ones works, while keeping with TONO royalties for commercial use?”), one 

notices that TONO members are slightly less interested in the use of CC than other respondents who 

don't have any works registered with CC:

Table 13: Interest in CC – a comparison between user groups 2 and 4

The table reveals that  the percentage saying “no” and “don't  know” is  somewhat larger among 

TONO members, while the “no”-segment are somewhat smaller. This implies that TONO members 

show slightly less interest in the use of CC than do other respondents who also have no works 

registered with the CC system. Nonetheless, one can conclude that the interest in using CC licenses 

combined with a TONO agreement is very strong among TONO members.

As  mentioned  before,  it  may  be  of  interest  to  compare  attitudes  to  CC based  on  what 

percentage of their  annual income the respondents gain through TONO. We will  examine what 

members with more than 10% of their annual income from TONO say, as compared to members 

who derive less than 10% through TONO. Since those who make more than 10% of their income 

through TONO can be assumed to be the more “established” members, this may be of some interest.

Attitudes on CC as a good principle don't significantly differ between these income groups. 

But an examination of the interest in using CC, shows some divergence  between the answers:
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Table 14: Interest in using CC among TONO members

What stands out here, is that a larger percentage of those who receive a significant part of their 

income from TONO answer “no” to the question. Also, there are fewer who answer “don't know”. 

This indicates that there is a somewhat more pronounced skepticism toward and acquaintance with 

CC among TONO members who derive more than 10% of their annual income through TONO than 

among those who derive less than 10% of their income from TONO. But taken together, the interest 

in using CC licenses is great in both groups.

 3.5 Attitudes among CC users 

Just as important as the examination of attitudes  among those who have no works registered with 

CC, is the examination of attitudes held by CC users. How content are these respondents with the 

CC system? What set of licenses are the most viable for this group, and what do they consider 

positive and negative aspects of CC? If this is to be established, it will provide valuable knowledge 

about what parts of CC are worth building on, and what possible challenges its users face.

Close to one third (28%) of the respondents in this survey have registered works with CC. 
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This group is divided into two user groups; those who have works registered with CC (Group 1) and 

those who have registered works with CC and TONO (Group 3). These respondents have also been 

asked some additional background questions to get a clearer picture of the group: “(Approximately) 

how many of your works are registered with CC?” and “(Approximately) what percentage of these 

works are also registered with TONO?”10 It is shown that a majority of CC users have registered 0

—10 works with CC.

As we have already seen, most CC users state that they are content with the system. Among 

these respondents, the share that finds CC to be a “good/very good” principle as seen from the 

viewpoint of musicians/composers, is 79%. When one isolates those who only have works in the 

CC system, 88% feel that way. In addition, no CC users feel that CC is a “very bad principle”, and 

hardly anybody feels it is a “mostly bad principle”. So  most users who have CC-licensed works 

state  that  they  find  CC  a  good  or  very  good  principle. The  level  of  content,  incidentally,  is 

somewhat higher among those who have works only in the CC system.

It turns out that CC users are very interested in making use of CC licenses combined with 

TONO agreements. Around 90% of all CC users confirmed that they felt TONO members ought to 

be  able  to  apply  CC  licenses  for  non-commercial  use  in  conjunction  with  TONO  fees  for 

commercial use.

Respondents in the survey were also asked what CC license they are most apt to use. Since they 

have a good knowledge of the system, their answers merit special interest, as does a comparison of 

their answers with those given by users who have no works registered with CC, since these latter 

users are less acquainted with CC:

10 See Appendix 3 (table VIII) for a summary of the answers.
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Table 15: What CC licenses are the most viable?

This graph shows that users with works registered through CC are most apt to use the two licenses 

“Attribution—Noncommercial—Share  Alike”  and  “Attribution—Noncommercial”. The  first  of 

these licenses seems to  be the most viable.  Also,  the license “Attribution—Share Alike” is  the 

second most viable for the group with works licensed through CC. Those who have not registered 

anything  with  CC,  also  state  that  the  first  license  is  the  most  viable,  albeit  the  percentage  is 

significantly lower. More than one third of them (36%) have answered “don't know”. This reflects 

the fact that this group has a relatively weak knowledge of CC.

So far,  we have  looked  manly  at  the  respondents'  views  on  licensing  their  own works 

through  CC,  but  the  respondents  were  also  questioned  as  to  how often  they  make  use  of  CC 

licensed works in their own artistic endeavors. All respondents were asked this question, and their 

answers break down to this:
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Table 16: Usage of CC licensed works in the respondents' own artistic endeavors

It is shown that respondents who have CC registered works themselves, also use CC licensed music 

for their own artistic purpose most often. About half of these respondents state that they do this 

“occasionally”, while one third has answered “frequently” or “often”. Those who have no works 

registered with CC, use CC licensed music less frequently.  At this point,  the group with works 

registered only through TONO differs significantly. Eight out of ten TONO members (81%) state 

that they never use CC licensed music, while only 17% state that they do it “occasionally”. This is 

the group that  uses CC licensed music the least  in its  own activities.  That may be part  of the 

explanation why this group also has the weakest knowledge of CC.

The survey also encouraged its respondents to contribute with what they felt were positive 

and negative aspects of CC. The responses to these answers may give an indication of what CC's 

strong and weak sides are. Answers given by those with works registered through CC are given 

most weight, since they have the best knowledge of the system:
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Positive assessments of CC – “A practical tool if you want to share, but determine the way to  

do it yourself.”

Many of the respondents stress that  the CC system offers a model which has adapted to 

growth within the sharing and networking culture. For example, there is an emphasis on the 

future-oriented nature of the system, and the fact that it has taken in the developments and 

practices of the last decade, since it is based on and embraces the internet principle. A system 

which is built on  openness seems to be something many respondents feel is important and 

positive. For example, CC is seen as a well-functioning tool for artists, since it improves on 

the possibility to cooperate on and disseminate artistic works. It is said that CC contributes to 

enhanced creativity this way. It is stated that the licenses can stimulate a creative exchange of 

ideas and development within a range of electronic arts. It is also pointed out that the CC 

system encourages non-commercial use of licensed works.

Flexibility is another main point that is often seen in the positive evaluations of CC. The fact 

that  CC  is  a  system also  carries  weight.  The  system  allows  for  greater  flexibility  and 

individual adjustment. Flexibility gives the artist a possibility to decide what licenses he/she 

wants to use, and this is a way to determine how and on what conditions the work will be 

shared with others. In this way the work can be licensed without being made unavailable. 

Many respondents feel this gives them better  command and  control over their own works. 

Additionally, the author feels safe by being able to choose what he/she wants to contribute. It 

is considered positive that CC licenses can lead to material being used more freely without 

the author losing his/her rights to it. Many have also weighed in that the licensing is made on 

the author's stipulation. This way, it is asserted that CC is a practical tool if you want to share, 

but determine the way to do it yourself. The opportunity to disseminate ones work and reach 

out to more people, is also important to many. In addition, many feel that CC is an easily 

attainable, user-friendly system, where finding the right license is easy.

The users express a wish for a more flexible licensing system that copes with the current 

sharing and networking culture, while the author does not lose all rights to his or her works.
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Negative  assessments – “Too little known, too little used.”

It is stressed that the CC system is not well known, and this contributes to making it hard to 
know the  exact  consequences of  using  CC licenses.  A better  political  and  organizational 
foundation is needed to gain more widespread acceptance and legitimacy. It  is repeatedly 
being stated that the system comes through as being  indistinct and  confusing, and that it is 
hard  to  get  acquainted  with.  Knowledge  of  the  system  is  so  limited  that  it  is  often 
misunderstood.  Some respondents have the impression that  the system suffers from  poor 
marketing, and that the licenses are being used by many “amateurs”, but few “pros”. Several 
respondents say it is detrimental that CC has not been implemented in the TONO system.

Some are worried that CC licenses will have a detrimental impact on artists' income, and may 
lead to a “failed culture”, leading the public to virtually expect music for free. Furthermore, it 
may be difficult to ensure that the licenses follow the work throughout future versions, while 
the term “non-commercial” may be hard to define. A few respondents also mention that the 
scope in CC licenses is too wide, spanning from “very free” licenses to licenses that “aren't 
free at all”. In this context, the CC licenses are seen as too restrictive.

Overall, many feel that the CC system is somewhat fuzzy and confusing, and that there is a 
certain amount of uncertainty as to what the licensing system entails. Particularly, respondents 
feel it is unfavorable that the system is generally not well known. In consequence, there may 
be a need to clarify the system and launch a more purposeful information campaign as to the 
use of the licensing system and its consequences.
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 3.6 Summary 

• Generally speaking, there are very few who feel that CC does not work well or is 

based on a bad principle. There are also very few who have said that they would not 

like the opportunity to use CC licenses.

• The discontent with CC is small among all user groups, but it is somewhat greater 

among those who have no works registered with the system.

• The interest in using CC is generally great among all respondents.

• The interest in using CC licenses increases when they can be combined with a TONO 

agreement. This applies both to those with CC-registered works and those without.

• There  is  no  significant  resistance  to  the  CC  system  among  TONO  members, 

however, there is a relatively great uncertainty as to what CC is.

• TONO  members  show  a  somewhat  lesser  interest  in  using  CC  than  do  other 

respondents. Nonetheless, one would infer that the interest in using CC licensing – in 

conjunction with a TONO agreement – is very high among TONO members.

• There  is  a  slightly  higher  skepticism  toward  and acquaintance  with  CC  among 

TONO members who derive more than 10% of their annual income from TONO, as 

compared with those who derive less than 10% of their income from TONO.

• Eight out of ten who have who have registered works with CC state that it is a good 

or very good principle. The degree of content is somewhat greater among those who 

have works only registered with CC.

• About 80% of the respondents answer “yes” when asked whether they feel a TONO 
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member  should  be  free  to  use  CC  licenses  for  non-commercial  use,  while 

commercial use incurs TONO fees.

• The license types  “Attribution—Noncommercial—Share Alike” and “Attribution—

Noncommercial” are the most viable choices among those who are best acquainted 

with CC.

• The respondents who have registered works with CC are the same who use CC-

licensed music most often in their own artistic endeavors. Those who solely have 

works registered through TONO, are the least frequent users of this solution.
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 4  Conclusion – Correlation Between Acquaintance and Attitude 

As discussed in Chapter 2, those who have no works registered with CC, are less likely to  be 

acquainted with the system. On examination of the level  of knowledge about  CC among these 

respondents, it seems that the interest in using the system increases with the level of knowledge:

Table 17: Relation between acquaintance with CC and the desire to use CC licenses for own works

This  table  shows  that  a  better 
knowledge of CC leads to an increased 
interest in using CC licenses for one's 
own work.

Table 18: Relation between acquaintance with CC and uncertainty as to the use of CC licenses for  
own works

This  table  shows  that  a  lesser 
knowledge of CC leads to an increase 
in “don't” know answers as to whether 
one would like to be able to use CC 
licenses for one's own works.

These tables show that that  a better knowledge of CC leads to an increased interest in using CC 

licenses.
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Appendices 

APPENDIX 1: Article in ballade.no11 

To Share or Not to Share
June 6, 2009
A new survey is to determine what interest Norwegian authors have in the alternative licensing 

system Creative Commons – and what they know 
about it.
By Carl Kristian Johansen

Creative Commons (CC) has developed a number 
of licenses that original authors can apply to their 
works. These licenses give the author an 
opportunity to give up some of the protections 
provided by the [Norwegian]  intellectual property 
law (Åndsverksloven), given that certain 
preconditions are fulfilled.

The CC licensing system was established in 2001, 
and was translated into Norwegian and established 
here in 2008.

In Norway, spokespersons for the new licensing 
system have worked to implement Creative 

Commons in conjunction with individual agreements between authors and existing copyright organizations, 
such as TONO.

TONO has just introduced a change in its bylaws giving its members a certain degree of self-determination 
if “mutually agreed”. However, this does not mean that TONO will begin to administrate rights with 
Creative Commons licenses.

Irina Eidsvold Tøien, Head of Legal Affairs at TONO, recently called Creative Commons a flop “to the 
extent that there is very little demand for it by our members. This is not where their main focus is at right 
now. The focus is on getting paid for usage, such as file sharing, not on opening further opportunities for 
free use,” she said.

A new internet-driven survey is about to chart what knowledge Norwegian authors have about CC, whether 
they have positive or adverse feelings toward the licensing system, and the two license arrangements CC 
and TONO represent.

“As far as I know, there are no such studies on a global basis. CC has been established in so many 
countries, that I feel it's right to see whether Norwegian authors feel this is relevant in their daily work,” 
says Per Platou, who has brought about the survey. Platou is an author himself, and coordinates PNEK, a 
network of Norwegian organizations that work with the production of electronic music.

TONO's Swedish counterpart STIM has decided to leave it to its members to use CC licenses with a non-
commercial clause during a two year test period. Another fifty countries have adapted CC to their national 
laws, Platou says.

He wants a similar adaption in Norway, but so far, this hasn't been possible.

According to Platou, TONO did not want to assist with the study, in spite of long-lasting talks.

11 See http://www.ballade.no/nmi.nsf/doc/art2009060814390327737697 for the original Norwegian version. Ballade is considered the main trade 
paper for the Norwegian music industry and professionals. It is published by Music Information Centre Norway (MIC), which is partially funded 
by the Norwegian Ministry of Church and Cultural Affairs. See http://www.mic.no/mic.nsf/doc/art2002101412563958634470 for further 
information.
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“TONO has been extremely inert. We have tried to institute a cooperation, but there has been cast 
suspicion about the matter, and it has been both drawn out and obstructed. We finally got a rejection 
after a board meeting at TONO. I feel we were outright ridiculed by some of its members,” Platou says.

(Editorial note: TONO elected a new board of directors on June, 6.)

He calls the suspicions he has met against the CC system “strange”. He knows that many Norwegians who 
work in situations similar to his own, feel that CC provides a viable way to manage works within a non-
commercial framework.

“TONO believes CC to be a competing sort of licensing. The reason why they won't send this survey out to 
their members, is that they feel it will stir up confusion, and that people won't understand the reach of 
what they eventually agree to.”

“We want to ask their members how they feel about this, but TONO won't agree to it,” says Platou.

He adds that this survey is the first of its kind, and that it has been put together in cooperation with the 
scientific community and consultants from Statistics Norway [Statistisk Sentralbyrå] to make sure the 
methodological foundation is sound.

How is the study going to be used?

“The result will give an indication and if the material is sufficiently extensive, it may be used in the 
ongoing debate about alternative ways to manage intellectual rights,” Platou says, pointing out that he is 
no spokesman for CC Norway, but acts on behalf of PNEK.
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APPENDIX 2a: Questionnaire (English translation) 

Introductory question:

Do you have any works registered with TONO and/or CC, or none of them:
# TONO and CC #TONO, but not CC #Neither TONO nor CC #Not TONO, but CC

About Creative Commons:

1.
To what degree would you say you know the Creative Commons system (CC)?
# No knowledge #Little knowledge #Some knowledge #Fair knowledge #Very good knowledge

2.
Seen from the public/music consumer's viewpoint: How do you feel CC works in practical life?
# Works very poorly # Does not work well #Works fairly well #Works well #Works very well 
#Don't know/no opinion

3.
Seen from the composer/musician's viewpoint: To what degree do you feel CC is a good principle?
#Very bad principle #Mostly bad principle #Fair principle #Good principle #Very good principle #Don't 
know/no opinion

4.
Could you write down some brief positive and negative points about CC:

5.
Positive points (max. 100 chars.)

6.
Negative points (max. 100 chars.)
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About the licensing of your works:

7.
(Approximately) how many works have you registered with TONO? Include the works where you are listed as one of 
several authors.
# 0—10 # 10—30 # 30—50 # 50—100 # 100+

8.
What percentage of your “finished” (including published/performed) works have you registered with TONO?
# None/very few (0—10%) #A small amount (approx. 10—25%) # A fair amount (approx. 25—50%)

# Most (approx. 50—90%) # All/nearly all (approx. 90—100%)

9. What (approximate) percentage of your annual income is derived from licensing fees channeled through TONO?
# 0—10% # 10—25% # 25—50% # 50—100%

10.
(Approximately) how many of your works are registered with CC?
# 0—10 # 10—30 #30—50 #50—100 works

11.
(Approximately) what percentage of these works are also registered with TONO?
# None # 0—5% # 5—10% # 10—30% # 30—50% # 50—90% # 90—100%

12.
Would you like the possibility to license some of your works with CC?
# Yes # No # Don't know

13. What license would you be most likely to use? (You can use the license chooser to find an appropriate license)
# Attribution + Noncommercial + Share Alike (by-nc-sa) # Attribution + Noncommercial + No Derivatives (by-nc-
nd) # Attribution + Noncommercial (by-nc) # Attribution + Share Alike (by-sa) # Attribution + No Derivatives 
(by-nd) # Attribution Alone (by) # Don't know

14.
If none: Why not? (max. 100 characters)

15.
As a member of TONO, do you feel one ought to have the possibility to choose to apply CC licenses to enable royalty-
free, non-commercial use of ones works, while keeping with TONO royalties for commercial use?
# Yes # No # Don't know

16. How often do you use CC licensed music/samples in your own artistic endeavors?
# Never # Occasionally # Frequently # Often # Very often
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Statistical background questions

17.
Age
# 16—20 # 20—30 # 30—40 # 40—50 #50—60 #60—70 # 70+

18.
Gender
# Male # Female

19.
Annual income in 2008
# 0—100,000 # 100—200,000 # 200—300,000 # 300—400,000 # 400—500,000 # 500,000+ # Don't want to 
disclose

20.

Location

# Oslo # Remaining Eastern Norway # Southern Norway # Western Norway # Trøndelag # Northern Norway # 
Abroad

21.

From what occupation do you derive the bulk of your income?

# Performing artist # Creative artist #Employee #Self-employed/freelance # Other
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APPENDIX 2b: Questionnaire (Original Norwegian version) 

Innledningsspørsmål:

Har du verk registrert i Tono og/eller CC eller ingen av delene: 
#1 tono og cc #2 tono, men ikke cc #3 ikke tono og ikke cc #4 ikke tono, men cc

Om Creative Commons

1. I hvilken grad vil du si du kjenner Creative Commons-systemet (CC) 
# ingen kjennskap|1 # litt kjennskap|2 # noe kjennskap|3 # ganske god kjennskap|4 # svært god kjennskap|5 # vet 
ikke/ingen formening|6 

2. Sett fra perspektivet til publikum/musikkonsumenten: I hvilken grad synes du CC fungerer i praksis? 
#fungerer svært dårlig|1 #fungerer ikke noe særlig|2 # fungerer greit nok|3 # fungerer bra|4 # fungerer svært bra|5 # vet 
ikke/ingen formening|x 

3. Sett fra perspektivet til komponist/musiker: I hvilken grad synes du CC er et godt prinsipp? 
# veldig dårlig prinsipp|1 # ganske dårlig prinsipp|2 #greit prinsipp|3 #godt prinsipp|4 #svært godt prinsipp|5 # vet 
ikke/ingen formening|x 

4. Kan du veldig kort gi noen positive og negative stikkord om CC: 

5. Positive stikkord (maks 100 tegn): 

6. Negative stikkord (maks 100 tegn): 
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Om lisensiering av dine verk 

7. Hvor mange verk (omtrentlig) har du meldt inn til TONO? Regn også med verk der du er oppført som en av flere 
opphavspersoner. 
#0-10|1 #10-30|2 #30-50|3 #50-100|4 #100+|5 

8. Hvor stor prosentandel av alle dine "ferdige" (evt utgitte/framførte) verk har du innmeldt til TONO? 
#ingen/veldig få (0-10%)|1 #en liten del (ca 10-25%)|2 #en god del (ca 25-50%)|3 #de fleste (ca 50-90%)|4 #alle/nesten 
alle (90-100%)|5 32 

9. Hvor stor andel i prosent av din årlige inntekt (ca) kommer fra lisensinntekter gjennom TONO? 
#0-10%|1 #10-25%|2 #25-50%|3 #50-100%|4 

10. Hvor mange av dine verk (omtrentlig) er lisensiert under CC? 
#0-10|1 # 10-30|2 # 30-50|3 # 50-100|4 # 100+|5 

11. Hvor stor prosentandel (omtrentlig) av disse verkene er også registrert hos TONO? 
#ingen|0 # 0-5%|1 # 5-10%|2 # 10-30%|3 # 30-50%|4 # 50-90%|5 # 90-100%|6 

12. Ønsker du å ha mulighet til å kunne benytte CC-lisens på enkelte av dine verk? 
#Ja|1 #Nei|2 #Vet ikke|3 

13. Hvilken CC-lisens er det mest aktuelt for deg å bruke? (Bruk gjerne lisensvelgeren for å finne en aktuell lisens) 
#Navngivelse-Ikkekommersiell-Del på samme vilkår|1 #Navngivelse-Ikkekommersiell-Ingen Bearbeidelse|2 
#Navngivelse-Ikkekommersiell|3 #Navngivelse-Del på samme vilkår|4 #Navngivelse-Ingen Bearbeidelse|5 
#Navngivelse|6 #Vet ikke|x 

14. Hvis nei: Hvorfor ikke? (maks 100 tegn) 

15. Synes du at man som TONO-medlem bør ha mulighet til selv å kunne velge å benytte CC-lisenser som gir adgang 
til vederlagsfri, ikke-kommersiell bruk av verkene, samtidig som det svares TONOavgift for kommersiell bruk? 
#Ja|1 #Nei|2 #Vet ikke|3 

16. Hvor ofte benytter du deg av CC-lisensiert musikk/samples i din egen kunstneriske virksomhet? 
#1 aldri|1 #2 av og til|2 #3 en del|3 #4 ofte|4 #5 svært ofte|5 

Statistiske bakgrunnsspørsmål 
17. Alder 
#16-20|1 #20-30|2 #30-40|3 #40-50|4 #50-60|5 #60-70|6 #70+|7 

18. Kjønn 
#Mann|1 #Kvinne|2 

19. Årsinntekt 2008 
#0-100.000|1 #100-200.000|2 #200-300.000|3 #300-400.000|4 #400-500.000|5 #500.000+|6#Ønsker ikke å oppgi|x

20. Bosted 
#Annet land enn Norge # Akershus # Aust-Agder # Buskerud # Finmark # Hedmark # Hordaland # Møre og Romsdal # 
Nordland # Nord-Trøndelag # Oppland # Oslo # Rogaland # Sogn og Fjordane # Sør-Trøndelag # Telemark # Troms # 
Vest-Agder # Vestfold # Østfold 

21. Yrke, som du henter hoveddelen av din inntekt fra: 
#Utøvende kunstner|1 #Skapende kunstner|2 #Ansatt|3 #Selvstendig/frilans|4 #Annet|5
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APPENDIX 3: Quantitative data 

Table I: Respondents by age groups

This shows what age groups the respondents belong to. It is shown that the largest age 

group in all user groups is 30—40 years. Nearly half (42%) of the respondents belong to 

this age group. The age distribution among the different user groups is fairly even, but it 

respondents with works registered through TONO is somewhat less represented (14%) in 

the 20—30 age group than are the other user groups. Additionally, this user group is 

slightly more present (12%) in the 50—60 age group. It is also shown that those who have 

works registered with CC, but not TONO, are over-represented (32%) in the 40—50 age 

group. This may indicate that the user group with works in TONO, but not CC, on the 

average consists of respondents who are slightly older than the other groups.

Table II: Respondents by gender
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The gender distribution among the respondents is very skewed. 80% of the respondents 

are men, while 20% are women. The percentage of women with works registered through 

TONO is even lower.

Table III: Respondents by annual income in 2008

This  illustrates  the  respondents'  rounded  incomes  in  2008.  There  are  no  significant 

differences between the user  groups in terms of income, but the group with TONO-

registered works has a slightly lesser percentage (11%) in the 0—100,000 NOK bracket 

than the other groups, and, if compared to the average,  is somewhat more present in 

the brackets 100—200,000 and 200—300,000 NOK bracket. In addition, the group with no 

works registered through CC or TONO has a relatively high percentage in the 0—100,000 

bracket.

Table IV: Respondents by location

The bulk (75%) of the respondents live in Eastern Norway, and 60% within this group live 
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in Oslo. Furthermore, 12% are located in Western Norway, mainly In Hordaland, 5% in 

Trøndelag, 1% in Southern Norway, 2% in Northern Norway and 5% live abroad.

Table V: Number of works registered with TONO

Table VI: Percentage of finished works registered with TONO
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Table VII: Percentage of annual income derived from TONO

Table  VIII: Number  of  works  registered  with  CC and  the  percentage  that  are  also  
registered with TONO
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